
Some people prefer to focus on ambitious dreams while others think realistic goals are more important. 
Which do you prefer and why?

Almost all of us had fantasized a great dream in our childhood, believing that we will be omnipotent to 
follow whatever we want. Getting older has shown us the true face of life. While many people think 
following realistic goals have has greater importance, I still believe that people should try to focus on 
their aspiring dreams, because it is more motivating, may lead to great changes and sets a great 
example for others.

First of all, as dreaming big can act as an impetus for humans to try hard achieving their goals, it is 
necessary for everyone to pursue their life-long dreams. Not everyone may succeed through this way, 
but this will give individuals a hardworking mentality in which their failures teaches them valuable 
lessons. The more ambitious a dream, the harder it is to achieve, while on the other side the brighter 
future is expected. Besides, in times of hopelessness, reminding that how life-changing it will be if your 
dreams come true gives you the strength to leave behind all the negatives and keep trying harder. 
Therefore, by having great dreams not only are individuals more motivated, but also the chances of 
giving up their goals decrease.

Moreover, a deeper look through the history of human life shows that we owe our lives to those who 
have never gave given up on following their real passion. Imagine wright Wright brothers, whose dream 
to fly has was fulfilled and made a turning point in the world. Easier business trades, safer and shorter 
travels and transferring huge numbers of passengers from one side of the planet to another are all the 
result of pursuing big dreams. The other example are entrepreneurs whose unique ideas contributed a 
lot to their society. Many big tech companies like Amazon or Apple were once a little group who started 
their career in a garage, while now they lead the world by their services or high-tech gadgets. As a 
consequence, by being in a constant changing society, the lifestyle of people changes dramatically in one 
way or another.

Finally, as humans are social animals, they somehow are influenced by others’ acts. Seeing a person 
pursuing his/her dreams makes people think that they are also capable of doing so. Nowadays, there are 
plenty of sources about how successful characters could reach their goals. People are more into 
knowing their secret, the way they think or behave, or even their daily routines that led them to where 
they are now. Also, many of these famous public figures make moving speeches, motivating people not 
to stop following their passions. As a result, the path somehow becomes clear for those who are 
confused about their life.

To sum up, I prefer following ambitious dreams, as many people become encouraged not to give up 
immediately, the general lifestyle of people changes and the path for others is better drawn.

They are not only happy but also …

Not only + sub + verb => not only do they know 


